Introduction
An axiomatio system of quantum logios [5, 8, 15] ,identifies an "event structure" with an orthomodular poset (logio) or an orthomodular lattioe (lattice logic, abbr. OUI)· States of the system are unified with probability measures on logics. Bxistenoe of a state space with preassigned properties is often included in the definition of logios. Logice poseesing states of given characteristics have been frequently investigated [1, 3, 4, b, 12, 13, 14* and others], but suoh logics are (even in the finite case) quite complicated and their construction is uneasy. One of the authors has recently shown [11] that in a special oase, finite hypergraphs can be used for construction of orthomodular pósete with desired state spaoe properties. Many examples of application of that method to various problems are presented there.
In this paper we bring a method whloh enables to "transfer" states from finite hypergraphs onto orthomodular lattices. The proof of the main theorem is constructive so that the resulting logics may be fully described (although being rather complex). The construction may be considered a generalisation of the methods proposed by Greeohie [4] and Lichtl [2] .
Let us recall a few notions that will be needed in the sequel.
Let L be a logic. An element be L is called an atom if O <a implies a = b. If a,b ε L and a sb, we define an interval [a,b] L to be the set {o e I | a^csb}.
By a hypergraph we mean a couple Η = (Ρ,Χ), where Ρ is a non-empty set (of vertioes) and X is a covering of Ρ by non-empty subsets (edges). The state on a hypergraph Η is a mapping s:P -» [0,1] such that S ueU s(u) * 1 for any edge U [Y], A hypergraph (Q,Y) is a subhypergraph of (P,XJ if Qc Ρ and Y = {UnQ | Ue I, UnQ Φ 0}. An edge of a hypergraph is called isolated if it is disjoint to any other edge.
Throughout this paper we assume all hypergraphs and all logics to be finite.
Every logic is a union of all its maximal Boolean subalgebrae (called blookej. Thus any logic L can be studied as a union of a family £ of Boolean algebras. In our cae» of finite logics we can describe these Boolean algebras by the sets of their atoms (which are also atoms of Li. Let a(B) denote the set of ell atone of Β ε®. Then (P»XJ, where Ρ = U BeR a(B) and X <= {a(B)|B eS}, is β hypergraph whioh completely determines the structure of the finite logic L. The hypergraph (Ρ,Χ) is aalled the diagram of the logie L. We oan naturally transfer some notions (e.g. isolated edge) from hypergraphs to families of Boolean algebras and to logics.
Bach element of a logio L oan toe described as a subset of some edge of the diagram of L·. States on a logio and states on its diagram are la a one-to-one oorrespondenob f a etate on a logic ie obtained by a unique extension of a state on its diagram. Te denote by S(L) the^set of all states of a logio L and we use the ease notation also for state spaoes of hypergraphe. Definition 1.1. Let H « (P,flC) be a hypergraph. We say that vertioes u,v e Ρ are state-equivalent if e(u) » « s(v) for any state seS(H).
Throughout thie paper r(u) will denote the elaee of all xertioes state-equivalent to a vertex u of some hypergraph (or a set of suoh olasses in oase the argument is a set of vertices). The state space S(H) of a hypergraph H = (Ρ,Χ) is fully determined by the partition r(P) of Ρ within the state equivalence and by the values of all states on these olasses. Definition 1.2. Let H1 = (P^^), H2 χ -be hypargraphs. Let f be a one-to-one mapping of r( P.J ) ~nto x(P2). Por any s2eS(H2), the mapping s2 o t is a non-negative function on r(P^). We call f a state isomorphism (and hypargraphs H2 state-isomorphic) if it satisfies :
for any a2 e S(H2) the mapping s2o for is a state on H1;
(ii) for any ε1 e S(H^) the mapping s1 o f""* o r is a state . on H2.
The notion of the state isomorphism can be naturally extended to logics and also to state isomorphism of a logic and a hypergraph -instead of a logic we consider its diagram. (ii) The loop of order η ie an n-cycle ((B ,b ),·.. ··· »( B n-1 »^n-1 ^ such tbat B i ^ B j for 1 ^ 3 and B i nB i+i β « {θ»1 } (hence bj^ is an atom in both Β± and Bi+1). Definition 2.2. We say that 53 is nearly disjoint if for any Α,Β e S the operations of A and Β coincide on AoB and the intersection AnB is either {o,l} or {o,1,a,a'} or the whole algebra A = B. A is not contained in B, (ii) Α η Β is a subalgebra of A and of Β on which the operations of A and Β coincide, (iii) for each aeAnB, a?{0,l}, there .exists a 4-cyole ( ( A,a), (Opa'), (Β,a), (C3,a")) (C.,, C^ arbitrary ). Let us notice that there are no single-atom algebras and no non-isolated two-atom algebras in a pasted family, as a oonsequenoe of (i) and (ii) (with the only exception of one trivial Boolean algebra {{θ,ΐ}}).
Greeohie and Dichtl logics
The o r e m 2.5 (Dichtl). Let Β be pasted. On LB UBcßB we define a partial ordering and an orthocomplementation in the same way as in Theorem 2.3. Then (i) L is a logic iff for any 3-oyole {(B^b^)faQ in Si there is a member Beß such that c Β for i -0,1,2, 1 (ii) the logio L is a lattioe iff for any 4-oyole ((B^b^)^, in £ there is a 4-oyole ((C0,a),(C1,a'),(C2,a),(Cj,a ')) in Ä suoh that b0,b2 Proof.
See [2] * Ve call the logics constructed in the way described in Theorem 2.3 Greechie logics, those constructed according to Theorem 2.5 Diohtl logics. Both constructions are described in detail in [9] , where the !reader may find a number of exam-•ples. Let us notice that if β is nearly disjoint and if AtfB for. any Α,Β ε IB, then £ is a pasted family. Henoe Theorem 2.3 is a speoial case of Theorem 2.5 and any. Greechie logio is also a Dichtl logic. Definition 2.6. Let L·^, Lg be a logics. Let in L = the partial ordering and the orthocomplementation be defined "pointwise", that is, (a1,a2) ^ (b1,b2) (or (a.j,a2) = (b1, b2) ' ) iff a.^ $ bt (or ai = b^, reap.) for i = 1,2. Then L is a logic called the product of logics L-pLg.
Any state s on L is of the form + a 2 a 2' w^ere sic5(Li) and ο^,α^Ο, ο1+α2 = 1 [ΐθ]. Lemma 2.7. Let L^ be a Dichtl logic and Β a Boolean algebra. Then the product L = is again a Dichtl logic. If L.J is a lattioe then L is also a lattice.
Proof. The set {B^B | B1 e 33 (L1 )} is the family £(L) of all blocks of L. We will prove that ®{L) is pasted. Validity of the conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.4 is straightforward. To prove (iii), let a «(Ί^Β) η (A2«B), A^.Ag e ® (L.J ). We may write a = a^ ν a2 for a^ e A1 η A2 and &2 €B · According to the assumption and Theorem 2.5 there exists a 4-cyole ((C0,a1),IC1),(C2,a1),(C3,a^)) in Ir Henoe there is a 4-cycle {( C0*B,a), (C^B.a'), (C2*B,a), (C3*B,a')J in L. Thus ß(L) is a pasted family. Due to Theorem 2.5, L is a Dichtl logic. The rest of Lemma 2.7 is obvious.
Logics and lattices state-isomorphic to hypergraphs
In paragraphs 3 and 4 we investigate the questions .which hypergraphs are state-isomorphic to an OML or to a logic. We show, that these two questions are equivalent (Corollary 3.5) and we give a necessary and sufficient condition for this to hold (Theorem 4.1). Due to the connection between a logic and its diagram, we can also speak about the distance of atoms of a logic. 1 ' * * * · 77 * It is clear that the system (S1) solves the system (S2) and that the range of (S1) is 154. Since the range of (S2) is 154 (computer-checked), the two systems are equivalent and henoe the solutions of (S1) are the only solutions of (S2). We have proved that L^ is state-isomorphic to 2^. Lemma 3.3. For any η ¿ 3 there is a Dichtl OML L n state-isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 2 n and containing a set· E n of atoms satisfying:
(1) each class within the state equivalence in L n has a single-element intersection with E n , (?) the distance of any two elements of B n is at least 3· Proof· Ve ehall prove the lemma by an induetion on n. One to teohnloal reasons we shall construct a set DQ In Lq suoh that each olass within the state equivalence has a two-element intersection with DQ and the distance of any two elements of SQ is at least 3. It is obvious that SQ as a subset of D_ exists in L_. η η . .Sor η « 3 we take the logic Lj constructed in Lemma 3·2 and the set D^ » { a o» a i4» a 28» a 42 ,a 56» a 7o}·
Suppose that there is a logic and the set in 1η_Ί satisfying the assumptions of the induction. Let (P,X) be the diagram of and denote by b^ b n-1' C 1'*'* ,C n-1 the elements of Dn_.j so that rfb^) « r (°j) iff 1 • 3· Due to Lemma 2.7 and the remark preoeeding it, the product of LQa>1 with the trivial Boolean algebra {θ,ΐ} is a Diohtl OML state--isomorphio to 2° (but it does not possess the required set of atoms). In the logic L n (in its diagram G) we obtain the fallowing state equivalenoe relations:
.Μ).»«*)··«* 1 ) r(b<^) -r(<,°)
for any i » 1,2,...,n-1. Due to the symmetry of our oonstruotion, we obtain: r « β r(b£) for any i -1,2,...,n-1 and j,k « 0,1,...,p. This implies also r(d^) = r(d k ) for any j,k = 0,1,...,p. Thus L_ is state-isomorphic to 2 n . The sots Q 2n;J , Q 2ak , where 3,k « 0,1,...,2n-1 and j φ k, have distanoe at least 4 and we can seleot the members of the set -S Q with the desired properties from these sets. The proof is finished.
An edge U of a hypergraph is oalled regular if either of the following conditions is fulfiled:
(i) U is isolated and oontains at least 2 vertices, (ii) U is non-isolated and oontains at least 3 vertices. Observe that in diagrams of logios different from the trivial Boolean algebra {θ,ΐ} all edges are regular. Lemma 3.4. Lef Η be a hypergraph and let all edges of Η be regular. Then there is an OML state-Isomorphic to H.
Proof. Let tí » (Ρ,Χ) and let U = {u 1 ,u 2 ,...,u m }e X, mj 3. We take the logic L m with the subset 5 m s »eg».··» e B } constructed in Lemma 3.3· Por any i » 1,2,...,m, we identify with u^. We replace the edge U by the diagram (Q,7) of L m . More exactly, we construct the hypergraph H' <= (PuQ, XuY\{u})· Hypergraphs H and H' aire state-isomorphic. Indeed, any state on H' restricted to Ρ beoornee a state on Η and any state on Η has an extension to PuQ suoh that it is a state on H', We repeat the procedure described above for all edges in X having at least 3 vertices, and obtain a hypergraph G. According to Theore'm 2.5, G is the diagram of a Dichtl OML (we use exaotly the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.3). 
Generalizations
The nullset of a hypergraph H is the set of all vertices u such that s(u) = C for any state sc S(H) [7] . The component of a hypergraph is its maximal subtlypergraph whose vertices have finite distances. An even graph is a hypergraph that has only two-element edges and contains no loop of an odd order. Theorem 4.1. Let H = (Ρ,Χ) be a hypergraph where not all edges of X are single-element. Then h is state-isomorphic to some OML L iff for any vertex ueP one of the following conditions holds:
(1) the component of H containing u is an even graph, Remarks. 1. The condition (2) is trivially satisfied if b is contained in an edge with at least 3 elements.
2. If Η admits no states, all our assertions remain valid and an OML state-isomorphic to Η exists.
3. If X contains only single-element edges, the hypergraph Η is state-isomorphic to the Boolean algebra {θ,ΐ}.
Proof. First we shall prove the necessity. Take an atom o ef(r(u)), where f is the state-isomorphism in question. Vertex c is contained in a regular edge C = {c,o1,...,cn} of the diagram of L. For any state t eS(L) we have t(c) + + "tÍc^) = 1. If η» 2 then we can ohoose m = n, e f^rfc^) for i = 1,...,n and (2) is satisfied. Otherwise, C = {c,c.j} must be isolated. The hypergraphs state-isomorphic to a single two-element edge are even graphs, so (1) is satisfied in this case.
How we shall prove the sufficiency. We divide the proof into several steps in which we shall construct hypergraphs H1t...,H. state-isomorphic to H, and then apply Lemma 3.4 to H^. First we desoribe a tool that will be used in the seq ual.
Let (Q,Z ) be a hypergraph, let {z^,...,z R ] e Ζ. Consider the hypergraph (Q',Z'), where Q' « Q u{t}, Ζ' = Ζ υ υ {{t ... ,z n }}. Vertioes z^ and t are s tat e-equivalent in(Q',Z') and (Q,Z), (Q',Z'J are state-isomorphic. Whenever we use this construction, we say that (Q' t Z'J originated by adding a copy t of z^ to (y,Z). This procedure works also for η = 1. If η ^3» the added edge {t,z 2 ,...,z fl } is regular and we say that we added a regular oopy of z^. When we say that we added copies t,j f ...,t of y-j>*««t7pt we mean that we added consequently a copy t^ of for i = 1,...,p in such a way that each of the vertices ^,.,.,ΐρ is contained only in one edge of. the resulting hypergraph. This is always possible.
1. We replace all such components of Η that are even graphs by iöolated two-element edges. We obtain the hypergraph H 1 = (P.J ,X.j}. All vertioes of H 1 not satisfying (2) are contained in regular edges.
2. Let u e P 1 is not contained in a regular edge and u 1 ,...,u m are the vertioes satisfying condition (2) . Notice that adding the edge {u,α 1 ,...} would not ohange the state space provided that all these vertioes are distinct. Let H^ originate from H 1 by adding (distinot) copies v^,...,v m of u 1t ...,u m and by adding the edge V • { u » T i v n }· Then H^ is state-isomorphio to H 1 and u, as well as all added vertices v 1f ...,v m , is covered by the regular edge 7. Repeating this procedure for all vertioes not contained in regular edges, we obtain the hypergraph Hg -(P 2 ,X 2 ), where Pg is covered by regular edges of Xg.
3. Let Y = {{"iJI 1 S i $ n}'be the. set of 'all single-element edges in H^· If Y is non-empty, then each state on H 2 attains 1 at u^ and u^ is in a (non-isolated) regular edge, hence the nullset of H 2 contains at least two distinot vertioes v, w. Let H 2 » (P 2 ,X 2 ) be the hypergraph originated from H 2 by adding regular copies v^, w^ of v, w. We define the hypergraph EU • (Ρ,,Χ,) as followst Ρ, » P«, X« - 
